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The views expressed in this document contain information derived from publicly available sources that have not been independently verified. No representation or warranty is made as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information. Any forward looking information in this document speaks as at 30 June 2007 and has been prepared on the basis of a number of assumptions which may prove to be incorrect. The information and opinions expressed in this document are subject to change without notice and BHP Billiton does not assume any responsibility or obligation to update publicly or review any forward looking information contained herein, regardless of whether that information is affected by the results of new information, future events or otherwise. This document does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for, any shares in BHP Billiton, nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or investment decision. No statement in this document is intended to be a profit forecast.
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Global Thermal Coal Atlas
- Coal is relatively abundant

Source: IEA Statistics – Coal Information 2003, Proven Recoverable Reserves, excludes Brown Coal/Lignite

Total World: 897 bt
North America: 223 bt
Europe: 52 bt
Latin America: 22 bt
Africa: 55 bt
Russia: 147 bt
India: 96 bt
China: 82 bt
Australia: 45 bt
Indonesia: 3 bt
Cost and CO₂ Emissions of Electric Power Generation Technologies
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Cost and CO₂ Emissions of Electric Power Generation Technologies
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